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Welcome!

Week 2 of Pinning Made Simple focuses on
ensuring you have the correct setup across
your account and boards, as well as
optimising your pins with the right
keywords. 

Pinterest is NOT social media, it's a search
engine. 
Always remember that. It's important that
you get the setup right, so Pinterest
understands what you do and sees you as a
valid account. 

Let's crack on with the next step. 

The next installment

Jen x



1 | Know how to Create Pinterest Boards
Understand the way in which Pinterest boards support your
pinning strategy. 

2 | Achieve the Right Account Setup
Understand all the aspects that work together to achieve the
best optimised account. 

3 | Learn how to Choose Keywords
Understand the basics of Pinterest SEO and how to apply it to
your account

This handout is meant to accompany
and support the second lesson from
the Pinning Made Simple course. 

Ensure that you have watched either
the live session or replay before using it. 

GOALS

LESSON 2: PINTEREST
OPTIMISATION
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4 | Understand how to Optimise a Pin
Learn the best practices for adding titles, descriptions and
hashtags to your pins.



Your main goal is to attract your ideal
client with inspiring pins, leading them to
your website to become a loyal customer. 

THE PIN TO PURCHASE FRAMEWORK

Create a valuable, authentic
experience for your pinner

Get clear on what you want your
pinner to do

Help them navigate your website

Warm them up into being a paying
client

SIGN THEM TO YOUR EMAIL LIST
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Your boards should be seen as a way to create brand awareness
AND as repositories for your pins. 

Let's recap:

PINTEREST BOARDS OVERVIEW

They are on brand and
relevant to your niche

Make any personal
boards secret

Pinners rarely look at
your boards or account

They provide a place for
ANY of your pins

Optimise the boards for
search

They do not need to be
pretty and 'curated'
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Your boards are a
crucial business tool

Add a brand board named
after your business



BROAD BOARDS
Broad or high level boards are
based on wide topic areas. 
They might be named after the
industry in which your business sits. 

Many of the pins you save could be
saved to ANY of these boards.  

NICHE BOARDS
Niche or more specific boards are
focusing on the categories within
your business. They can be layered
in degrees of appeal and targeting. 

Begin by creating the first layer of
niche boards, then take those and
make them more specific. 
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DIFFERENT BOARD TYPES

AIM TO SET UP AROUND 25
BOARDS TO BEGIN WITH
GROWING TO AROUND 50-65 IN
THE FUTURE



Add a keyword rich
description

Repurpose existing
boards where possible.

Add any 5 pins to a
new board

Add a board cover

Archive redundant
boards

Remember 5-10 broad
boards

Add a brand board

Merge boards if
necessary

Seasonal boards can be
moved to the bottom

No links or hashtags in
description

Make personal boards
secret

Make boards public a few
a day

Brainstorm the boards
you need

Create new boards in
secret

Create 30-40 niche boards

Do not delete boards

Board sections should not
be used

Reposition boards as per
events and seasons

BOARD CHECKLIST
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You must make sure your account is setup properly to give your
pins another great chance of being found in search 

Make sure you have
enabled a Business
Account

Convert to a Business
account to get Analytics

Claim your website. Follow
instructions and put code
on your website.

Create catalogs if selling
products

Tag products where
possible with your product
link

ACCOUNT OPTIMISATION
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PIN OPTIMISATION 
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Titles

Add a unique pin title for every
fresh pin
Keep the first 5 words punchy

Add into Tailwind or Pinterest
manually

Descriptions

Write organic sentences filled
with keywords

500 characters long

First 50-60 characters most
important

Only 1 brand hashtag eg
#jenstanbrook



What are the hot kitchen trends for
interior design 2020? Check out
these latest ideas for kitchen
design, with the newest, most
current trends for kitchen
renovations. Whether you have a
modern, small, industrial or
contemporary kitchen, there’s a top
trend for your home. Check out
smart kitchen storage ideas, eco-
friendly updates and pastel kitchen
cabinets.

EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 1
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Luxury personalised nutcracker
Christmas illustrations for a gender-
neutral nursery. These beautiful art
prints in a vintage design would
look great on any child’s
bedroom wall. With the option of
framing and personalized designs.
They also make ideal Christmas
gifts for a girl, boy, toddler or baby.
Printed on patterned textured high
quality card stock. They are truly an
exclusive gift. #lisagalleyillustration

EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 2
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1 | Key Points

Do write a long, natural
description packed full of relevant
keywords and phrases

Add just 1 hashtag, your brand
name

Use as many of the 100 characters
as you can

2 | TASK

Brainstorm and create your boards!

Make a list of what you need. 

Start repurposing old boards

Make new boards in secret

The fun is beginning!!
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PIN OPTIMISATION RECAP
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FOUNDER: THE PINNING CLUB

Whilst some of these tasks seem tedious, it's
essential to spend time getting them right. Your

pins will only work if you have the setup
complete in the background. 

SUMMARY

https://www.facebook.com/jenstanbrookcoaching
http://instagram.com/jenstanbrook
http://pinterest.com/jenstanbrook

